Fall 2004 RFP Projects Awarded

2004

David Abaskharon, NSCA-SGA
   Title: “SGA Equipment for eVoting & Instructional Use”
   Title: “All-Knight Stonsby Study Area”

Glen Berman, RBS MBS Student Services
   Title: “Upgrade of Technology in MBA Student Services”

Latricia Brand, Rutgers Learning Center
   Title: “Improving Academic Success Through Technology Lab”

Bernadette Carter, Law Library
   Title: “Recycled Equipment Distribution”

Karen Fromkes, Law School Faculty
   Title: “PC Replacement for Law school Faculty”

Alexander Gates, Earth & Environment Sciences
   Title: “Advanced Computer Capability in Environment Science”

Josephine Grieder, Classical & Modern Languages
   Title: “Replacement of Outdated Computers”

Mark Griffin, Athletics & Recreation
   Title: “Athletics Graduate Student Internships”

Marc Holzer, Graduate Public Admin
   Title: “Ph. D in Public Admin Upgrade Project”

Ashe Husein, Dean of Student Affairs
   Title: “DSA PC Replacement”

Phil Huskey, Chemistry
   Title: “Instructional Upgrades for Chemistry”

Frieder Jaekie, Chemistry
   Title: “Polymer Chemistry Data Analysis”

Maria Kozhevinkov, Psychology
   Title: “Student Research in Mental Imagery”

Jason Lagas, Pre-Law Society
   Title: “Pre-Law Society:
Kala Lakshminarayanan, Center for Molecular & Behavioral Neuroscience
Title: “Conducting Auditory Perception Experiments”

Sarah Lechner, Women’s Rights Law Reporter
Title: “WRLR Computer Upgrade”

Sheila Mesidor, Haitian Association of Students
Title: “Student Organization & Activities”

D. E. Murnick, Physics
Title: “Discharge Physics, Plasma Physics & Isotope Laser Studies”

Martin O’Reilly, Ph. D Management
Title: “Ph. D Management Student Systems Upgrade Project”

Phylis Peterman, Social Work
Title: “Computer Lab & Social Work Dept.”

Edwin Portscher, CIMIC
Title: “Computer Upgrade”

Christina Price, History & African-American and African Studies
Title: “Upgrading Computer Resources”
Title: “IEMCE Equipment Upgrade”

Martin Schaden, Physics
Title: “Computer for New Faculty”

Mary Seegers, Political Science
Title: “Computer for TA Grad Students and Internship Director”

Ralph Siegel, Center for Molecular & Behavioral Neuroscience
Title: “Plasticity of Cortical Representation”

Genevieve Spires, Rutgers School of Law – Newark
Title: “Rutgers Law Review”

Daniel Villanueva, Office of Registrar
Title: “Upgrade to Maintain Operational Efficiency”

Gerry Warshaver, Deans Office
Title: “E-Tools for Writing Center Faculty”

Zhen Wu, Physics
Title: “Spinpolarization in Optical Pumping Cells”
Muhammad Yamin, Observer
Title: “Observer Database System”